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13
Response ID Are there areas of The Ivers where a
community shop is needed to serve local
residents? If so, please say where.
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Not really
Richings Park and Iver, like Cornerstone used
to be.
Somewhere in Iver Heat or the Police Station
site in Iver.
Yes - along Swallow Street, near Flowerland
or the Evreham Centre.
Not for Mansion Lane.
The shops are situated well for local residents
but no parking for outside/passing custom
No. Pretty well provided for already.
There are plenty of shops. No more are
needed.
Not sure what it is. Perhaps explanation?
Leave well alone.
I think we have adequate services
We are served well but others are not
None that I can think of now that Iver and Iver
Heath have a co-op
More shops in Iver Village.
The old police station would work.
Near the co-op
no, local shops are around the village and I
am happy with that
Chemists, Post Office, Co-op
What is a community shop??
We have sufficent
Support the ones that already exist. We are
well served
Incorporate within or near existing and future
sheltered accommodation.
Our area is adequate.
We already have local library and village halls
What is a community shop?
Sort out the old AA Store on corner of
roundabout
Yes, why not, on the high street.
Definitely - maybe where Chequers was? Or
the corner shop? Both drelict, a mess.
Community shop good.
Privately owned coffee shop/café.
Swallow Street.
We need - Hardware Butcher baker Develop
Shopping (existing) Area
Iver High Street
NO. I THINK THE IVERS ARE WELL
SERVED FOR SHOPS, BUT THOSE AREAS
NEED HELP: TIDYING/CLEANING
They have enough to serve local residents
now in Iver and Iver Heath already.
Retain existing shops.
Maybe - but not in Richings Park
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141
145
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186
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194
200

202
206
219

231
238
250

- NOT NEEDED WE HAVE ENOUGH.
Near the Co Op Parade
Depends where new developments are to be
situated and if current shops would be
accessible
IVER HIGH STREET
Since the Co-op in Iver opened some small
shops have closed. Uxbridge is the nearest
town centre with several supermarkets,
Slough also has supermarkets. A community
shop would find it hard to compete.
NOT SURE WHAT A COMMUNITY SHOP
PROVIDES?
A13. A bank branch would be beneficial but
probably unrealistic, since the ones in
Langley appear to be closing.
IVER VILLAGE IA QUITE WELL PROVIDED
FOR BUT THE AREA BETWEEN IVER HIGH
ST & CO OP IVER HEATH COULD US A
SHOP
NO. WE ALSO DO NOT NEED ANY MORE
LORRY TO SERVICE THE SHOP'S
RICHINGS PARK
Here in Richings Park we are covered by
essential shops can,t justify Butchers &
Bakers
Don't know what a "community shop" is.
The local corner shop has gone maybe this
could be replaced as a small coop for people
with mobility issues.
Had to research this one (Community Shop is
a social enterprise that is empowering
individuals and building stronger
communities, by realising the social potential
of surplus food.) answer - No
Trenches Lane residential park.
Depends on what is classified as a
Community Shop, and what it would dol
Would like you to look after the ones we have
already and add to them, not build new
estates.
No. There are plenty of co-op/newsagent
shops that sell provisions.
Our requirements are already met in my
opinion.
Thorney Lane South shops should be
developed. Where there are any new
developments then consideration must be
given to whether existing shops are
accessible or whether more are needed.
Each proposed plan should be considered on
its merit.
Yes, we need a bakers and we need a coffee
lounge to sit in and meet our friends.
There are already plenty within the vicinity of
the villages
The late night shop on the roundabout (by
Bangors Road south) seems to have shut
down
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251

In Richings Park the Cornerstone Community
Shop is greatly missed by membes of the
local community especially as there are
empty shop units along the parade.

252

A new 'Cornerstone' community shop in
Richings Park
No, this is completely unnecessary. Most
people have the internet these days and can
access stuff online if needed.
Not sure
Even though I am in my 70's I personally am
still able to get to my local shop, doctors,
library etc, ask me again in 10 years time
how I feel!
A decent hardware and electrical store for
local residents
Iver High Street
I am not sure what is meant by a community
shop. Nice cafe would be good, proper
bakery would be nice. However, they would
not survive unless there is somewhere to
park.
We already have enough shops
Depends what you mean by community
shop? The ones we have now help but the
parking to use them really needs sorting out
No, we have enough shops.
Firstly I think the High Street needs to better
used before extra shops are introduced within
the area.
a community shop somewhere along Swallow
Street would be beneficial
WHAT IS A COMMUNITY SHOP? Examples
should be given.
Same as above.
I feel the reintroduction of a bakery is a must.
However is this were introduced it would need
to concentrate on good quality bread rolls and
cakes and pastries rather than providing just
filled rolls
Not sure what a community shop is? Who
runs it, what would it sell? We already have
the Co op in both Iver Heath & Iver.
No, commercial retail shops have the Ivers
covered
A indoor soft play for young children.
we have all that we need
Not really. There are the two Co-Ops and the
smaller general stores in Iver and Iver Heath.
I am not sure about Ritchings Park as I rarely
have reason to go there. For those with
limited transport, the majority of people could
walk to a food shop in a relatively short time.

256

257
259

266
267
281

287
301

306
307

318
331
333
347

351

356
358
361
367

369
370

What on earth is a community shop....sounds
communist
Perhaps in the smaller communities within the
Parish?
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375
376
388
389
392
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407
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429
465

467
468
480
482
485

486
504
515
516
517
518
521

523
527
533
537
544

553

probably in the new development south of the
high st
There is certainly a need
A petrol station nearby!
Maybe it'd be useful to set it up in one of the
empty shop units in Richings Park
I have not come across a community shop
but in flowerland there is a local fruit stall. We
do need more community shop that would
bring people in from outside too promoting
the village feeling.
DON'T BELIEVE SO.
With more and more elderly in Richings Park,
a hub is required for the community to meet.
We had a wonderful community shop at
Cornerstone and it was used very well by
those that used it and I would love a similar
shop to return however I do not know how a
shop would be viable.
Not that I am aware of.
Coop
Richings Park as there is very little public
transport
Yes, more shops to serve the community in
general would be welcome as the area feels
derelict and we need to attract more
aspirational young families
Yes help older generation
Not aware of any such demand
Yes. Richings Park could do with a dedicated
library
I'd love to see a coffee shop in Richings Park.
Richings park needs more shops. Some
empty shops are turning into flats which
reduces the footprint
A bakery on Bathurst Walk.
Bring back libraries
Trewarden
Definitely in the new development south of
the High Street
Don't know
In the Village High Street
High Street, Iver. Where the Midland Bank
used to be and has remained empty and
becoming an eyesore.
Both Iver and Iver Heath shops are vital to
elderly local residents.
The Slough Road convenience store could be
improved.
Iver Flowerland
Along the High Street
Iver Village centre needs a post office counter
(maybe in Co-op?) Recent loss of Wingroves
Farm shop detrimental to the community.
We have enough retail in Slough Road
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556
559

561
569

574
575
576

579
584

Swallow Street, halfway between Iver Heath
and Iver
Yes. In Richings Park we had a Christian
charity shop - Cornerstone. Sadly it closed
due to lack of takeover staff
Answer Probably in the new development
south of the High Street
Answer Yes read above as it costs so much
to get to Slough/Uxbridge not everyone can
afford to get there
Answer Iver is a dying retail area. Probably
not helped by 'online' shopping.
Answer The shops along/on the Slough Road
could be improved
Answer Any new housing development south
of the High Street that brings a much needed
relief road
Answer Not particularly, there is already one
in Richings Park
On the main High Street
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